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a second life. View Cart Request a Catalog. Holds 5 single 1" x 3" slides vertically, or 10 slides
back-to-back. Slides extend above the opening, allowing for the manipulation of them without
the use of forceps. A screw cap has a metal foil liner that withstands stains and organic
solvents and it prevents evaporation. Slides stay within the jar so that it can be capped during
staining. Complete with a screw cap and a metal foil liner. For use with cover glass sizes 18 to
22 mm, accommodating up to eight back-to-back. Plastic screw caps have been tested to be
resistant against most staining solutions. An all glass jar which holds 5 to 10 standard slides 3"
x 1". They can be used as a chromatography jar with a choice of 2 ground glass lids. The lids
are ground to the flange of the jar which deters evaporation. The jar with a taller lid
accommodates larger slides: 4" x 1" x 25 mm. This cover glass trough features 12 equally
spaced grooves which will support round or square cover glass sizes 18, 22, 25, 50 mm, as well
as standard rectangular cover glasses up to 22 x 32 mm size. Holds all slipcover sizes including
18, 22 and 25 mm. Durable and Hassle Free One piece polypropylene rack does not require
assembly and is chemically and thermally resistant. Secure Innovative design includes a notch
to secure coverslips with a rubber band or loop of monofilament. Compatible Fits inside a ml
beaker with space underneath for a small stir bar when submerged. Maximum Circulation Offset
design allows liquid and air to completely flow around the entire slide ensuring cleanliness and
faster drying times. Holds 12 Slides Securely holds slides for convenient cleaning, treating,
staining, and drying. Fits standard slide sizes including 25 mm and 1". Laboratory Friendly
Utilizes chemically and thermally resistant glass infused polypropylene. Create A System Use in
conjunction with a ml tall form beaker to efficiently use solutions. Innovative design saves you
time and headache when you are looking for a cover-glass holder! This rack is machined from
polypropylene and fabricated to accommodate a variety of cover-glasses in different sizes. With
The ability to simply adjust the holder to fit your desired size and then securing it by tightening
the reset screws with the hex key hex key is included all sizes of cover glasses are
accommodated. Because the holder is made from non ferrous material, it is microwaveable. The
rack accommodates 10 cover glasses, round, square or rectangular, adjusting from 5 to 60 mm.
Removable handle. Rack comes with two set of holding rods. One set accommodate cover
glasses from 5 to 25 mm, and the other set for cover glasses from 5 to 60 mm. An all glass
rectangular staining jar which accommodates 8 to 16 slides and comes with a glass lid. Its wide
top eliminates the need for forceps in the handling of the slides. Made from polypropylene,
holds 10 slides, back-to-back. Designed in a round shape and short body to conserve space and
staining solution. When the cap is removed the slides can be handled without touching the
solution. The screw cap has a locking recess to support the slides and both body and cap have
a molded-in lug to enable them to be wired together for transit. The jars measure: 94H x
50Wmm. An unbreakable, high-density polyethylene Staining Jar with internal grooves and a
shallow screw cap. The jar holds 5 single 1" x 3" slides or 10 back-to-back slides vertically. This
dish comes with glass cover, holds 20 slides back-to-back horizontally. Jars can be loosely
joined to each other laterally, therefore making sure they are kept in the same order when
moved around on the lab counter. They also are available with five different colors to help better
identity contents or applications. The Staining Jar being made from acetal plastic will not break
like most glass jars do. It will resist attacks from most staining reagents including alcohol and

xylenes but not phenols. The wide stable base offers greater stability while the inside is
recessed, allowing for a smaller reagent volume of only 80 ml. Ideal for frozen sections, small
jobs and special processes. The handle is permanently attached to the rack for easy insertion or
removal of the slide. The base of the rack is placed in the vertical position to ensure the slides
are in place, and are rotated sideways for easy slide removal. Kit consists of one Staining Jar
and one Staining Rack, color white. A universal slide rack and container for Autoradiography
and all other staining techniques. It is molded from black Polyethylene-terephthalate PET
plastic. This unbreakable plastic has many advantages over glass in cytological and
histological laboratories. There are no metals to corrode. The rack and dish are easy to clean
and are resistant to most laboratory chemicals. The slide rack has an open bottom for rapid
draining when transferred. It holds 1" x 3" 25 x 76 mm slides in slots numbered 1 to This
unbreakable 3. The partition has index numbers and a surface for writing. Included is a
removable clip which is placed on the top edge of the dish permitting staining solution to drain
back into the reservoir from the tilted rack. Staining takes place in complete dark-ness. The
small size of the dish saves on staining liquids, developing fluids and intermediates since only
ml is needed. Actual capacity is ml. The light tight lid is essential for evaporated baths. The dish
is easy to clean and especially suited for the storage of enzymes. The cover will not jam in
freezer storage. The dish is made from polymethylpentene "glass clear" for use with our
staining rack Cat shown above. It comes with two lids; one lid should be used when the rack is
not inserted. A stainless steel tray with grooves that hold 3" x 1" 76 x 25 mm microscope slides
vertically. Accommodates up to 60 slides. A stainless steel tray with grooves to hold various
microscope slides horizontally. Ideal for immersing slides in several solutions. The removable
Stainless Steel slide rack has an open bottom which allows for rapid filling and draining. It
holds 60 slides: 3" x 1" 75 x 25 mm Staining dish dimensions: L x 95W x H mm. It holds 30
slides: 3" x 1" 75 x 25 mm Staining dish dimensions: L x 95W x H mm. A variety of inexpensive
staining dishes made from molded glass with and without fitted glass and Stainless Steel lids.
The Hellendahl type dish for the staining or use as a TLC developing chamber. Holds up to 8
individual 3" x 1" 76 x 25 mm slides, or 16 slides back-to-back. These dishes are made from
soda lime glass. The removable glass slide rack has an open bottom which allows for rapid
filling and draining. Staining dish outside dimensions: L x 87W x 70H mm. Staining dish inside
dimensions: 95L x 76W x 64H mm. Slide rack outside dimensions: 91L x 68W x 49H mm. Slide
rack inside dimensions: 78L x 60W mm. These mix and match components offer greater
flexibility in meeting your requirements. This staining dish accommodates 16, 20 and slide
racks listed below. The dish is made from soda-lime glass. The approximate inside dimensions
are: H x W x 69D mm. The out side dimensions are H x W x 83D mm. This unique staining kit has
a removable pan and rack and may be used in various areas of the lab including microbiology,
gram staining in histology, special staining in hematology, and microscopy. The full kit comes
complete with a base that is attached to a leveling indicator, four leveling feet, removable rack,
and removable tray. The collection bottle and tubing are sold separately as an option. It
includes three feet of tubing and bottle. These slide staining tray and dish sets are ideal for a
wide variety of routine and special histology staining procedures. Made from stainless steel,
they are available in either 30 slide or 60 slide capacity. They come complete with a cover. This
slide rack is made from non-tarnishing stainless steel and it is resistant to most staining
solutions. The handle is permanently attached but it is swing-able to permitting for closure of
the dish and easy insertion and removal of the slides. OAD: 3. The unit measures approximately
x x 83 mm overall. The rack is made from nontarnishable stainless steel and is resistant to most
staining solutions. The handle is permanently attached allowing for closure of the dish and for
easy insertion and removal of the slides. Sakura Finetek - Designed for staining histological and
cytological specimens. With up to 12 solution wells, each deep enough for total immersions of 1
x 3" microscope slides. The set comes complete with a metal frame and a snap on locking cover
that protects from spills. The set consists of 10 white polypropylene dishes and two green
solvent resistant dishes. Additional staining dishes and slide holders with removable handles
are sold separately. Fixed Handle Rack: A stainless steel rack with a fixed handle for use with
large slides. The rack is grooved to take 76 mm microscope slides up to 50 mm wide
horizontally. The rack accommodates up to Fits into D glass staining dish. Vertical Slide Rack:
A stainless steel rack with a fixed handle and grooves to take 76 x 26 mm microscope slides
vertically for maximum use of space and solution. The rack accommodates up to 48 slides 24
slides each row. Vertical Slide Rack VR : A stainless steel rack with a fixed handle and grooves
to take 76 x 26 mm microscope slides vertically for maximum use of space and solutions. EMS
has introduced a complete Stainless Steel Medical Grade rack with 30 slide capacity which is
chemical and corrosion resistant and able to be sterilized and autoclaved. The rack comes
complete with a removable, positionable handle which allows for use of the rack with or without

the handle. The rack will accomodate 4" mm slides. These racks may be used in any of the
following slide dishes with or without the lid. A stainless steel rack with grooves to take 22 x 22
mm coverslips vertically. It accommodates 25 coverslips at a time. Stain, rinse, and dry your
slides on a single working tray. Use the tray for a clean and fresh working surface area for
staining. The deep well can hold liquid waste up to 38 ml. Place eight slides comfortably onto
the base. With its compact size, the tray provides comfortable transport from work area to sink.
Convenient pour spouts to easily dispose of unwanted liquid waste. Unique dark lid protects
slides when used with fluorescents. The tray measures mm L x mm H x The set comes with four
base trays and one lid. The dark lid protects the slides for light sensitive applications. Standard
4 channel, 8 channel, 12 channel and various special purpose pipettes are all compatible with
these disposable, polystyrene reservoirs. To facilitate easy, dripless pour-off of unused
reagents and solutions, all versions have indented "spouts" in each corner. Bottoms are formed
with a sharply tapered "V" shape to minimize waste and reagent consumption. They are packed
in environmentally friendly packaging, within biodegradable bags and recycled cardboard
boxes. Specialty solution reservoirs designed to make multi-channel pipetting as easy and
efficient as possible. The strict inner dimensions are designed specifically for 8-channels, thus
conserving space and reagent over its longer channel counterparts. This thinner design
minimizes reagent exposure and usage. ASPIR-8 is the only reservoir that is tailor-made for
your 8-channel instrument. The thin divider wall is strategically placed so that a channel pipette
can still be used effortlessly, making the 8PLUS4 one of the most versatile solution reservoirs
on the market today. Compatible - 25 ml Reservoir with divider accommodates eight channel
pipets on one side and one to four channel pipets on the other. The divider is also convenient
for adding controls. Options - Offered in bulk cases or individually wrapped ideal for use in
clean rooms. A special additive helps the plastic bio-degrade by allowing bacteria and other
organisms to breakdown the complex molecular chain. This speeds up the process to reduce
the resin to its natural components within five years as opposed to 1, years or more.
Biodegradable - Using a special additive to PET, our reservoirs will safely degrade over time. No
Mess - No need for a cumbersome ice bath, the frozen gel is contained in a sealed molded
cavity. Vials, tubes, plates, strips and multi-channel reservoir solutions can all be kept cool
while you perform your experiments. These high-impact polypropylene racks allow for the
storage of multiple-sized centifuge tubes in one versatile rack. They accomodate 15ml, 30ml,
and 50ml centifuge tubes as well as microcentifuge tubes and test tubes. The holder is
designed to hold securely five 1 x 3" microscope slides. It comes with a handle for easy
manipulation. Up to 50 slides 10 holders can be processed at one time in one staining vessel
from start to finish without interruption. The slide holder has two sides- one being black and the
other white. This allows for easy grouping and identification of the slides. The holder is ideal for
both frozen and paraffin sections. Steel wire hooks are molded to the polypropylene handle to
form Slide Rack Hanger. Steel wire is bent to form a handle. Use these handles for manual
staining and the Medite stainer. These handles are economical as well as microwave safe and
solvent resistant. They may be used for all manual staining to avoid unwanted chemical and
heat contact. An ideal device for immunohistochemistry slide staining. It will accept up to 20
slides on four plastic rails covered with a polymer strip to perfectly hold the slides even if the
tray is held at an angle. When humidity is needed, the wells between the rails will hold the water
securely without splashing. Rails are raised not only to avoid water touching the slides but also
make the slides more easily retrievable. The base will also hold excess stain solution that drips
from the slides. Four rubber feet add to the base for stability. Units are stackable to save space.
A clear cover, allowing for visual examination. A black cover for fluorescent work. This tray is
not only suitable for routine staining requiring a humid chamber but is also ideal for
hematology,cytology and microscopy laboratories. This low-cost, high precision moisture
chamber for ten slides is another innovative product from Evergreen. Each moisture chamber is
divided into ten individual compartments with approximately half-inch empty space between the
compartments. When the chamber lid is closed, eight barrier dividers are placed into the empty
spaces between the microscope slide compartments completely isolating all compartments.
This is a very desirable feature when doing immuno staining. The microscope slides are placed
on four pedestal posts and four corner posts each 0. The chamber is fabricated out of
heavy-duty polystyrene with an air-tight design to keep moisture in. Electron Microscopy
Sciences specializes in the manufacturing, preparation and distribution of the highest quality
laboratory chemicals and microscopy supplies and equipment for electron microscopy, light
microscopy, and histology. Histology and Light Microscopy. Specially designed to be used with
coplin jars. Holds five of 22 x 24 mm coverglasses Comes with a handle, 5" mm long Staining
Rack; Coverglass Made from polished stainless steel Securely holds thirty 30 22 or 24 mm
cover glass Welded stainless steel Spring-type detachable handle 4" Dimensions are 8.

Dimensions: 80mm x 70mm x 40mm. This jar comes with glass cover to reduce stain
evaporation. Holds 10 slides back-to-back horizontally. Slide Rack The slide rack has an open
bottom for rapid draining when transferred. The approximate inside dimensions: 76L x 25W x
75D mm. Extend benchtop working time and keep reagents cool up to 3 hours. Pyrolytic
Graphite. Mailing Systems. Manip Static Line. Clamps, Retractors, Scissors. Air Sampling.
NanoSurface Cytostretcher. Overview Platforms Workstations Isolation Platforms. Equipment
Repair. Email Newsletter Sign up and be the first to learn about new products for your
laboratory and product specials. Contact P. Home Online Catalog of Microscopy Products. Not
for sale overseas. Right up there on the list of things that can incapacitate your Can-Am
Commander along with broken axles and blown engines stand flat tires. If either of those sound
like reasons for you to get a new set of tires then you have already waited too long but it is ok,
your CanAm Commander is in capable hands at Everything Can-Am Offroad. Another reason to
upgrade your tires on your Side by Side is simply to upgrade the tires on your Side by Side. The
land of tires is full of variety and the options that you have access to via Everything Can-Am
Offroad are many. If you ride your tires through sand often, there are tires for that. Want to give
your machine a more rugged finish while also adding much-appreciated traction? We have tires
for that. Getting the best tires for your Side by Side has never been easier. Choosing the brand
that you want to go with, and choosing the tire that matches your style and needs, that is where
the real headache comes in, but we at Everything Can-Am Commander are here to walk you
through each tire till you find the best fit for your Can-Am Commander. These brands also
supply the UTV worlds top racers with tires so that you know the brands that you have access
to are tried, tested and have a stamp of approval from the best. The best Can-am Commander
tire for you will depend on the type of riding you do. For all-around riding, Maxxis Carnivores
come highly recommended. They spec out at 30x10x14, but in reality run about They are a
tough, 8 ply tire but still lighter than any comparable UTV tire. They provide very good traction
for trail riding and perform decent in mud as well. If price is your limiting factor, Tusk Terrabites
are probably the least expensive option, and a set of ITP bajacross tires will never leave you
stuck â€” although certainly not the highest traction in slick mud or snow. Finally, Dirt
Commanders are prevalent as well, with riders enjoying the stiffer sidewall. For all the sand
riders out there ripping up the dunes, UTV sand tires can help you step up your game. The
Doonz rear UTV paddle tires and front blade tires are perfect for the sand. They come with a lug
pattern that matches the Can-am Commander using around 50 caliber bead lock wheels. We
carry a wide variety of tires here at Everything Can-Am Offroad and we are proud of this
because regardless of your driving style and regardless of your trail of preference we are sure
that you will find a set of tires to match your UTV. We have racing tires, mud tires, sand tires so
that you can tackle the dunes and all terrain tires so you can take on almost anything. We are
sure that the tires that you see here even the less rugged-looking ones will make your machine
look even more badass than before. As many as there are types of tires, there are quite a few
brands here as well. They are all ranked among the best and some are even trusted by top
racers across the globe. These UTV aftermarket brands are amazing and when it comes to
choosing tires for your Can-Am Commander or Can-Am Commander MAX, you will be
hard-pressed to find better options for your machine and options whose integrity cannot be
brought into question. Choose the perfect set of tires for your machine and enjoy the feel of a
ride with a fresh set of tires. Tires are some of the most exciting upg
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rades that you can make as they are easily identified and you can feel the difference right away.
Some riders seek high-performance tires that can keep up with the rough trails and brutal
terrain that they frequent while for other riders, its all about the look and they go all out to
achieve it. This can include changing out their stock shocks and adding a lift kit for the full
effect. Standard or sticky compound, multiple tread depths and tire sizes that range from 26 to
40 are just some of the options you can choose from when selecting your new tires. Get tires for
your side by side from Everything Can-AmOffroad. Pay over time with Affirm Learn More.
Search for product or SKU Choose your ride Select your model. Home Can-Am Commander
Tires Tires Right up there on the list of things that can incapacitate your Can-Am Commander
along with broken axles and blown engines stand flat tires. Filter Results. Can Am Offroad
Bighorn 2. Can-Am D. Can Am D. Can Am Offroad Bighorn 3. Shopping Cart.

